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• A high-dose polyphenol-rich nutrition decreases LDL and CRP levels in healthy older adults, and at highest dose,
gene expression data highlight “positive regulation of apoptotic signaling”.
• Top: Study design, escalating the intervention per group. Senointerventions SI 1, SI 2 and SI 3 were done on
single days.
• Bottom: Main study results, suggesting a dose-response pattern. Thick arrows refer to significant findings
(p≤0.05); dashed arrows refer to trends. Results refer to findings in group 2, 3, 4, or 5 when comparing to group 1,
for the blood draw at the start of study versus the blood draw at the end of study, after the last intervention; for
C-reactive Protein, senointervention groups 3-5 are compared to groups 1 and 2. The “?” refers to no data, the “-”
refers to no finding.
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Nutritional interventions in healthy individuals may be particularly informative if high, but not excessive,
amounts of specific healthy foods are taken tomaximize effects without sacrificing safety.We hypothesized
that high amounts of polyphenols taken in a single day may affect senescent blood cells. We conducted
a 10-week parallel-group controlled randomized open trial with an escalation of consumption of up to
~4 kg of fresh strawberries weekly, plus 200 g of dried strawberries and 240 g of capers in olive oil on
three single so-called seno-intervention days (SIDs) in 168 healthy older adults aged 50–80 y. Two primary
endpoints, low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol and high-sensitive C-reactive protein (CRP), were
prespecified. We found a significant effect in LDL cholesterol (−0.27 mmol/L, p = 0.007), for the highest-
intervention group versus control. All groups with SIDs had a benefit of ~30% in improvement of CRP
compared to groups without SIDs (for participants with increased baseline values). LDL levels were
dose-dependently reduced by 0.0174mmol/L for any single 500 g increment in the weekly fresh strawberry
intake of the average participant. Gene expression analyses of whole blood suggested improvement ofmito-
chondrial and immunological function, suppression of inflammation (in high-intervention groups), and
positive regulation of apoptotic signaling (in the highest-intervention group). Overall, a medium-term
nutritional intervention improved lipid and inflammation status and provided specific hints for apop-
totic/senolytic effects.

Introduction

Can food be a preventive medicine and a key to longevity? More
specifically, are there particular foods or food combinations and
corresponding dosing schemes that provide, on the one hand, both
outstanding safety and affordability and yet strong health benefits
on the other? Can aging-associated processes be slowed down con-
siderably, stopped, or even partially reversed in humans by dietary
geroprotection, that is, by foods containing ingredients that
promote health? The nutritional “ErdBEHR” (“Erdbeeren

[strawberries] for Biomarker identification for the Extension of
Health by Rejuvenation”) trial reported here was designed to
approach these questions for polyphenol-rich food, for which
some observational and interventional evidence of positive health
effects has been described. Polyphenols are natural organic com-
pounds; frequently studied polyphenols are, for example, cate-
chins, stilbens (e.g., resveratrol), and quercetin, which are
found in a variety of plant-based foods. In particular, epidemiolog-
ically, health improvements in the Mediterranean and Dietary
Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) diets are attributed in
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part to their high polyphenol content1. Moreover, short- and long-
term consumption of polyphenol-rich berries such as strawberries
has been associated with a variety of health improvements in pre-
vious human studies, with a focus on cardiovascular disease2.

Here, we studied a food-based high-polyphenol intervention
based on strawberries, including capers in olive oil in the highest-
intervention group. Previously, strawberries were found to con-
tain the polyphenol fisetin that extends healthspan and lifespan
in mice3, and capers include the closely related polyphenol quer-
cetin4. Both polyphenols are frequently mentioned in the litera-
ture on interventions aiming at removing senescent cells5. As
described in Box 1 (see supplementary files), we found ample
amounts of quercetin in both strawberries and capers. Further
bioactive ingredients in strawberries are other polyphenols such
as pelargonidin (an anthocyanin responsible for red color), fibers,
vitamins, and phytosterols6. Furthermore, olive oil is also known
for its health benefits on lipid metabolism and cardiovascular
function and for reducing mortality, due in part to the polyphe-
nols hydroxytyrosol and oleuropein7.

We had three hypotheses: (a) an intervention with fresh straw-
berries would trigger improvements in the overall cardiovascular
risk profile, specifically cholesterol and inflammation status;
(b) the intervention would be further ameliorated by adding
“seno-intervention days” (SIDs), on 3 single days over the entire
10-week study participation, whereby large but not excessive
amounts of freeze-dried strawberries (and, in the highest-
intervention group, also capers in olive oil) are consumed; and
(c) SIDs would trigger the apoptosis of senescent blood cells, lead-
ing to improvements by eliminating these cells. These improve-
ments could, in part, also be seen as hormetic, triggered by the
repair reaction of the body based on the effects of the interven-
tion, resulting in benefits as long as the intervention dose is not
too high.

As primary endpoints, we prespecified low-density lipoprotein
(LDL) cholesterol and high-sensitive C-reactive protein (hsCRP)
in the ethics application (see supplementary files), based on our
literature survey2 and a pilot study (see below).We alsomeasured
a set of secondary and exploratory endpoints, including gene ex-
pression by next-generation sequencing (transcriptomics). We
observed no safety issues except self-reported potential allergy
in two cases. We met the primary LDL endpoint in the highest-
intervention group, culminating a dose-response trend over all
intervention groups, which was even stronger for total choles-
terol (TC). We found anti-inflammatory effects in the high-inter-
vention groups, superimposed by a pro-inflammatory pattern in
the highest-intervention group, just after the last SID, which we
attribute to apoptotic processes based on the gene expression
data. Hypothetically, the highest-intervention SID enabled
the killing of senescent blood cells, an exciting proposition
deserving further research. Since polyphenols may interact with
medication8,9 (Box 2, see supplementary files), the studywas per-
formed on healthy individuals.

Methods

We follow the Consort reporting guidelines for describing
the study.

Trial design
Overall, we adopted a parallel-group five-arm single-center

controlled randomized and open design (Fig. 1); see also the cover
figure (top panel). The control group (Group 1) featured a small
amount of strawberry consumption (once a week), and the four
intervention groups (Groups 2–5) featured a longitudinal escalation
over the 10-week participation period. Three intervention groups
also included three SIDs each,with anescalatingdoseof freeze-dried

Figure 1. Flowchart of the ErdBEHR study. Abbreviations: ITT, intention to treat; PP, per-protocol.
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strawberries and adding capers in olive oil in Group 5. Four visits to
the study centerwere done over the 10weeks of study participation:
at the start (t1), after 2 weeks (day 14, t2), after another 7 weeks
(day 63, t3), and at the end (day 70, t4).

Participants
Based on a pilot trial in August 2020, the study was powered

as described below. Recruitment of participants was conducted
via a recruitment questionnaire run in early 2021 (see supplemen-
tary files part A, in German) written by the investigators but
run and advertised by the supporting strawberry farm, Karls
Erdbeerhof, Rövershagen, Germany. Based on the predefined
inclusion and exclusion criteria as outlined in the Ethics Applica-
tion (see supplementary files part A, in German) and as detailed in
the Supplementary Methods, respondents were selected; see
also the Participant Flow section.

Data collection
Visits to the study center were carried out Tuesdays to Fridays

from 7 am to 10 am (avoiding Mondays to mitigate weekend
effects) on participation days 1, 14, 63, and 70 of the study.
Participants were asked to fast for at least 8 hours (only water
and medications, as noted in the Supplementary Methods, were
allowed). Great care was taken to minimize deviations from the
timeplan. Aside from the blood draws, blood pressure, pulse, body
weight measurement, and a Chair-Rise-Test were also performed.
Participants were asked about their adherence on days 14, 63,
and 70, and protocol violations were recorded. Almost all partici-
pants filled out the validated EPIC-Potsdam Food Frequency
Questionnaire-II (Nothlings et al., 2007)10, within the first weeks
of the study. Clinical data questionnaires (see supplementary files
part A, in German) were given to participants on days 1 and 63
of the study, to be returned on days 14 and 70, including quality-
of-life questionnaires (EQ-5D-5L and EQ-VAS), a fatigue question-
naire, self-reported anthropometrics, current disease and
medication, COVID-19 disease and/or vaccination, vitamin and
supplement consumption (regular/in excess of suggested intake),
smoking (in pack-years), and exercise. On day 1, the history of dis-
ease and direct relatives’ disease were also tallied. Questionnaire
data were digitized following the four-eyes principle.

Up to 63mL of bloodwere drawn and used tomeasure standard
parameters, including platelets, neutrophils, lymphocytes (giving
rise to neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio), as well as glucose and
insulin/C-peptide (giving rise to HOMA-IR), HbA1c, alkaline
phosphatase, electrolytes (calcium, sodium, potassium), liver
enzymes (e.g., GGT), albumin, creatinine (giving rise to estimated
glomerular filtration rate, eGFR), ferritin, coagulation markers
(factor V, factor VIII, factor XII, and D-dimers), and gene expres-
sion by next-generation sequencing (see below). Moreover,
Luminex protein data of IL6, sTNFr1, and GDF15 were obtained
from the serum of 143 compliant non-smoking participants (by
whom no difficulties in food consumption were reported in the
questionnaires) by using premixed multiplex Human magnetic
Luminex® Assay plates (R&D Systems/Bio-Techne, Minneapolis,
USA) analyzed on a Luminex® 100/200™ (Burlington, USA).
Vitamins and carotenoids (retinol, α-carotene, β-carotene,
α-tocopherol, γ-tocopherol, lutein, lycopin, and β-cryptoxanthin)
were analyzed in plasma by reversed-phase high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) with ultra-violet (UV) detection
(internal standard and carotenoids) and fluorescence detection
(retinol and tocopherols), respectively11. MDA (malondialdehyde)
was measured by reverse-phase HPLC and fluorescence detection

after derivatization with thiobarbituric acid12. Free oxylipins and
polyunsaturated fatty acidswere isolated fromplasma according to
Dumlao et al.13 and then analyzed by a targeted LCMS/MSmethod
based on Wiley et al.14; see the Supplementary Methods for
details. Proteomics, metabolomics, and analyses of the optional
skin biopsies and stool microbiomes are pending.

Interventions
The control Group 1 was instructed to eat 500 g of fresh straw-

berries once a week. A placebo was not available, as a convincing
placebo for whole, fresh strawberries is not practical. 500 g of
strawberries per week matches the moderate consumption
reported in the recruitment questionnaire by all qualifying
respondents. Our design further followed a “double-escalation”
strategy: the total polyphenol consumption was increased from
group to group by introducing specific dietary components; at
the same time, all groups except for the control group featured
an escalation of dose in time. The standard intervention Group
2 was thus instructed to eat an escalating dose of fresh straw-
berries: 3 times a week, 500 g over the first 2 weeks, 5 times
500 g each week over the next 7 weeks, and 5 times 750 g over
the last week. The high-intervention groups all featured an addi-
tional three SIDs of escalating dose. The first SID was scheduled
for day 1, after the t1 blood draw, with the second and third SIDs
scheduled for the day preceding the t2 and t4 blood draws, respec-
tively. In Group 3, the SIDs consisted of 100 g of dried straw-
berries; in Group 4, the first SID featured 100 g, but the second
and third featured 200 g of dried strawberries; in Group 5, an
additional 120 g of capers in olive oil were added to the first
SID and 240 g to the second and third SID. Participants were
explicitly allowed to distribute the SID consumption over the
two days before the blood draw if, based on their experiences
on day 1, they felt that they could not consume all SID food on
a single day. See the Supplementary Methods for more details
on the intervention food.

Outcomes
In the March 2021 ethics application (see supplementary files

part A, in German), we prespecified LDL and hsCRP as primary
endpoints and the following secondary endpoints: Chair-Rise-
Test (number of cycles of rising and sitting accomplished in
30 sec, CR30s), quality-of-life questionnaires (EQ-5D-5L, EQ-
VAS, collectively called EQs), high-density lipoprotein (HDL), TC,
triglycerides (TG), HOMA-IR, Phenotypic Age15, IL6, sTNFr1, and
GDF15. The primary endpoints were motivated by Secci et al.2

and the pilot study. Our assessment of the literature further moti-
vated the lipid and glucose metabolism markers16–18, the IL6 and
sTNFr1 combination19, and GDF1520,21. Phenotypic Age, CR30s,
and EQs were recommended in expert interviews.

Sample size, randomization, and blinding
Based on the results of the pilot study, the sample size was

planned as described in the Supplementary Methods. Investi-
gators were blinded; allocation to groups was not revealed to
the physicians or laboratory personnel involved. Participants
were not blinded to groups.

Statistical methods
Participant characteristics at baseline were tabled by group

assignment with mean (and standard deviations) or count
(and percentage). Differences between groups at baseline were
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checked by either ANOVA, chi-squared, or fisher test as appro-
priate. Since repeated measures ANOVA invokes a risk of bias in
estimates when used with dropouts, statistical analyses were
done by means of linear mixed models (LMM)22 for all outcomes
unless noted otherwise. CRP values were log-transformed, and
for Chair-Rise-Test, a generalized model for poisson data was
applied. Primary endpoints were examined by LMM, reporting
statistical test results for group-by-visit interaction (i.e., for
differences in change over time between groups), estimated
marginal means for improvements in outcomes (from t1 to t4)
for each group, and statistical test results for treatment effects,
as the difference in improvement, of Groups 2–5 versus the con-
trol Group 1 (t test of coefficients in the LMM). Secondary end-
points were also tested in LMMs (unless stated otherwise),
checking group-by-visit interactions first. If these interactions
may have triggered a notable difference in time trends between
groups, which we deemed possible in the case of p < 0.2, effects
in groups were examined separately; otherwise, the change in
comparison to baseline irrespective of group (i.e., the effect of
time considering the fourth visit) was reported. The confirma-
tory, explorative, and descriptive analyses described above were
performed with the statistical software R, along with the R pack-
ages lmerTest, emmeans, comparegroups, and ggplot. The sig-
nificance level was set to 0.025 for the two primary endpoints
and 0.05 otherwise, and all p values are two-sided.

Sequencing and bioinformatics methods
We profiled 36 compliant nonsmoking participants by next-

generation sequencing of peripheral blood mononuclear cells
at timepoints t1 and t4, that is, 5 participants each randomly
selected from Groups 1, 2, and 4, and all 21 compliant nonsmok-
ing participants from Group 5. We performed RNA sequencing
single-end with a read length of 100 using Salmon, DESeq2,
GSEA, and REVIGO for data processing and enrichment analyses;
see the Supplementary Methods for details.

Ethics
The ethics board of the Rostock University Medical Center

approved this study under the registration number A 2021-
0096 (see supplementary files part A, in German). The study
was registered as DRKS00026998 at the German Register for
Clinical Trials (DRKS).We confirm that the study conforms to rec-
ognized standards and that participants have given free, prior
informed consent.

Results
Participant flow

Via the recruitment questionnaire (see supplementary files part
A, in German), 1935 applications were received and screened
(Fig. 1) in early 2021. According to the inclusion/exclusion crite-
ria, 459 applicants (including smokers) qualified and were
invited consecutively. Series with four appointments per appli-
cant on participation days 1, 14, 63, and 70 were arranged by
email. After informed consent, 172 participants could be allo-
cated to one of the 180 appointment series (of 4 visits each) that
were available from 10 June to 1 October 2021, recruiting ~28
participants per week from 10 June to 23 July 2021. After base-
line assessment, participants received bags packed according to
group allocation, containing vouchers for fresh strawberries
and the personalized consumption plan, as well as (for Groups

3–5) the additional SID foods to be consumed until the next
appointment. There were four secondary exclusions due to ran-
domization error (1), acute disease/accident (2), and screening
error (1), leaving 168 participants for analysis in the intention
to treat population. 12 participants were lost to follow-up, so
156 finished the study regularly.

Baseline data
The baseline characteristics of the 168 participants are shown

in Table 1. The average age was ~60 y, and 66% were female.
Participants’ characteristics were balanced between groups for
the clinical attributes and biomarkers at baseline, with the excep-
tion of age, which had a slight random imbalance.

Prespecified primary and secondary endpoints:
Dietary intervention improves LDL, CRP, and TC in
healthy older adults

As the first primary endpoint, we prespecified LDL in the
March 2021 ethics application (see supplementary files part
A, in German), and we noted a decline in LDL cholesterol after
10 weeks in Group 5 (–0.148 mmol/L, i.e., –5.72 mg/dL), which
was a significant improvement over Group 1 (p = 0.007); see
Figure 2A and Table 2. We also noted a lowering of LDL values
for all other intervention groups; see also the cover figure (bot-
tom panel). As the second primary endpoint, we prespecified
hsCRP. We found no significant intervention effects in the
hsCRP data as recorded (Table 2); we found that these weremea-
sured with a detection limit of 1 mg/L, triggering a floor effect
(40% of participants had a CRP baseline value recorded at the
detection limit). Intervention effects for the subgroup with
elevated starting values (>2 mg/L), justifying the use of statins
in primary prevention23–25, are clinically most meaningful. The
data of the 43 qualifying participants were thus analyzed explor-
atively, henceforth referred to as CRP data. While the change
over time between groups overall was insignificant, Groups
3–5 featuring SIDs had an improvement of up to −1.43 mg/L
(at second visit, ~39% reduction), which was a significant effect
compared to Groups 1 and 2 (p = 0.049), see Figure 2B and
Table 2, even though CRP values are expected to increase over
the summer (see Dopico et al.26, their fig. 5d).

Regarding the prespecified secondary endpoints, TC changes
over time were different between groups (p= 0.091), and
Groups 4 and 5 improved significantly over Group 1 by up to
–0.25 mmol/L longitudinally (and by –0.45 mmol/L, Group 5
in comparison to Group 1), see Figure 2C and Table 2. Quality
of life could be evaluated in 152 participants, and for EQ-5D-5L
(subjective health in five dimensions of interest), no differences
between groups were found. For EQ-VAS (subjective health on
a scale from 0 to 100), there was no significant group-by-time
interaction (p= 0.115), but Groups 3 and 4 improved signifi-
cantly versus Group 1 by up to 6 points (Figure 2D and Table 2).
Regarding the further prespecified secondary endpoints, there
were no groupwise differences in change over time for Pheno-
typic Age (increasing in all groups by one year, p= 0.032,
Figure 2E), HOMA-IR, HDL cholesterol (increasing in all groups
by 0.042mmol/L, p= 0.001; Suppl. Fig. 1a), TG, IL6 (decreasing
in all groups over time, but significantly least so in Group 5;
Fig. 2F and Table 2), sTNFr1 (decrease in all groups; Suppl.
Fig. 1b), and GDF15 (decrease in all groups; Suppl. Fig. 1c).
Chair-Rise-Test data showed that the number of attempts in
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30 sec was improved on average by 2 repetitions, with no
differences between groups.

Exploratory analyses (fatigue, clinical chemistry,
micronutrients, MDA, lipids, LDL elevated at
baseline)

Further testing included other biomarkers that may benefit
from strawberry intake, according to expert consultations. For
eGFR, we found no significant differences in change over time
between groups; we found higher values for Groups 4 and 5
though (Suppl. Fig. 1d). Other exploratory analyses of fatigue,
platelets, neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio, HbA1c, alkaline phospha-
tase, electrolytes, liver enzymes, albumin, and ferritin showed no
group-specific effects, but platelet counts increased in all groups
(see Suppl. Fig. 1e). Furthermore, we found no significant
differences between groups for β-carotene (p= 0.086), even
though values in Groups 2–5 decreased in comparison to
Group 1 (Suppl. Fig. 1f). There were no specific findings for

the other micronutrients, nor for MDA levels, nor for the coagu-
lation markers, that is, factor V, factor VIII, factor XII, and
D-dimers. However, there were two significant changes in the
lipid panel, that is, leukotriene B4 (LTB4) increased in Group 3
(p= 0.0001), and eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) decreased in
Group 5 (p= 0.031). Of note, for the oxylipin 1a,1b-dihomo-
15-deoxy-delta-12,14-PGJ2, a potential marker of senolysis14,
we found an insignificant increase of 0.37 μg/ml in Group 5, ver-
sus 0.15 μg/ml in Group 1 (p= 0.67); the increase in Group 3 was
of the same magnitude as in the highest-intervention Group 5.
The supplementary data (see Supplementary Files) contains a list
of all lipids measured by LCMS/MS and the corresponding effect
and response data plots. Exploratively, we also analyzed the sub-
group of participants that had high starting values in the primary
endpoint LDL, consisting of 72 participants with elevated LDL
(>4 mmol/L). Whereas in Group 1, LDL continued to rise,
Groups 2, 4, and 5 significantly improved, on average, by
–0.2 mmol/L.

Table 1. Baseline data of the ErdBEHR study.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5
N= 168 N= 33 N= 33 N= 34 N= 35 N= 33 p Value

Age 60.7 (7.32) 57.8 (5.66) 61.9 (8.14) 60.1 (6.69) 60.4 (8.15) 63.0 (6.97) 0.044

Sex (female) 110 (65.5%) 20 (60.6%) 25 (75.8%) 25 (73.5%) 20 (57.1%) 20 (60.6%) 0.369

Smoking (yes) 16 (9.52%) 3 (9.09%) 3 (9.09%) 3 (8.82%) 4 (11.4%) 3 (9.09%) 1.000

BMI 25.9 (3.49) 26.1 (2.96) 25.8 (3.41) 25.4 (4.20) 25.7 (2.90) 26.8 (3.86) 0.585

Weight (kg), measured onsite 75.8 (12.1) 77.8 (9.85) 73.7 (11.6) 72.6 (14.7) 77.8 (10.5) 77.2 (13.1) 0.227

Albumin (g/L) 43.4 (2.02) 43.4 (1.62) 43.3 (2.11) 43.3 (1.98) 43.4 (2.11) 43.8 (2.32) 0.883

Alkaline phosphatase (U/L) 76.4 (20.1) 73.6 (17.5) 79.0 (21.7) 76.8 (22.2) 77.0 (19.8) 75.4 (19.5) 0.866

Total cholesterol (mmol/L) 6.04 (1.10) 5.92 (1.16) 6.13 (1.18) 6.01 (1.07) 6.11 (1.08) 6.03 (1.08) 0.941

Creatinine (μmol/L) 73.3 (13.1) 71.1 (12.3) 72.5 (15.4) 73.1 (13.6) 76.0 (13.3) 73.6 (10.7) 0.629

CRP (mg/L) 1.87 (1.51) 1.91 (1.81) 1.96 (1.49) 1.56 (0.94) 1.76 (1.31) 2.20 (1.85) 0.499

Ferritin (μg/L) 156 (138) 162 (125) 134 (128) 146 (130) 148 (93.5) 195 (197) 0.461

GGT (U/L) 27.2 (24.9) 21.1 (11.6) 29.7 (23.6) 24.8 (15.4) 25.4 (18.9) 35.1 (42.3) 0.189

Glucose (mmol/L) 5.71 (0.67) 5.84 (1.00) 5.69 (0.50) 5.76 (0.56) 5.56 (0.44) 5.72 (0.70) 0.535

HbA1c (mmol/mol Hb) 39.3 (4.31) 39.6 (7.13) 38.7 (3.11) 40.8 (3.21) 38.6 (3.34) 39.0 (3.18) 0.220

HDL (mmol/L) 1.72 (0.42) 1.64 (0.34) 1.68 (0.41) 1.88 (0.46) 1.69 (0.48) 1.72 (0.41) 0.175

Interleukin-6 (pg/mL) 3.02 (1.43) 3.03 (1.43) 3.17 (1.44) 3.07 (1.51) 3.15 (1.41) 2.67 (1.33) 0.380

LDL (mmol/L) 3.86 (0.89) 3.85 (0.91) 3.98 (0.96) 3.69 (0.87) 3.96 (0.85) 3.82 (0.87) 0.683

Neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio 1.80 (0.73) 1.73 (0.60) 1.95 (0.85) 1.61 (0.58) 1.92 (0.87) 1.78 (0.69) 0.282

Platelets (10E9/L) 240 (54.3) 246 (57.8) 227 (54.3) 239 (36.8) 253 (57.8) 235 (61.4) 0.342

Triglycerides (mmol/L) 1.16 (0.55) 1.19 (0.42) 1.07 (0.45) 1.13 (0.64) 1.18 (0.61) 1.25 (0.62) 0.765

Statin use 11 (6.55%) 2 (6.06%) 2 (6.06%) 4 (11.76%) 0 (0.0%) 3 (9.09%) 0.300

HOMA-IR (mmol/L) 0.20 (0.09) 0.21 (0.11) 0.20 (0.08) 0.20 (0.09) 0.18 (0.06) 0.20 (0.09) 0.715

eGFR (mL/min) 80.3 (13.8) 85.0 (13.8) 79.4 (15.5) 78.7 (13.6) 78.9 (13.8) 79.7 (12.1) 0.305

PhenoAge (y) 54.9 (8.36) 52.2 (6.81) 56.3 (9.12) 54.3 (7.90) 54.9 (9.27) 56.8 (8.14) 0.219

Health (EQ-5d-5L) 0.94 (0.10) 0.95 (0.07) 0.95 (0.06) 0.91 (0.16) 0.94 (0.11) 0.94 (0.06) 0.362

Health (EQ-VAS) 82.5 (14.6) 83.5 (10.6) 83.74 (10.6) 81.0 (13.4) 83.7 (12.1) 85.9 (9.64) 0.287

30-sec Chair-Stand-Test 13.2 (2.53) 13.8 (2.14) 12.7 (2.11) 13.5 (2.53) 13.6 (2.88) 12.7 (2.80) 0.241

Baseline characteristics and selected primary and derived biomarkers of participants; laboratory biomarkers are listed alphabetically. Numbers show the
mean (with standard deviation) or count (with percentage) according to the type of characteristic/biomarker. Abbreviations: BMI, body-mass index; CRP,
C-reactive protein; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; GGT, gamma-glutamyltransferase; HbA1c, glycated hemoglobin A1c; HDL, high-density
lipoprotein; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model assessment for insulin resistance; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; PhenoAge: phenotypic age (by Levine); p values
represent tests for differences between groups, either ANOVA, chi-squared, or fisher test as appropriate.
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Figure 2. Effect plots and response data plots for primary and selected secondary endpoints. (A) low-density lipoprotein (LDL); (B) C-reactive protein
(CRP) of participants with high baseline level; (C) total cholesterol; (D) EQ-VAS; (E) Phenotypic Age; (F) IL6. Effects in groups (top) are the differences
between the last visit (t4) and the first visit (t1) of estimated marginal means (EMM)with 95% confidence intervals from the linear mixed model (LMM).
Differences in change over time (t4–t1) of Groups 2–5 were tested with reference Group 1, and p values of the t test for coefficients in the LMM are
displayed. Dots in plots (bottom) represent model-based individual response data across groups 1–5 (on the x-axis) and timepoints (t1, t2, t3, t4, as
available), including their EMM (visualized by a large dot) and confidence interval. Exploratively, the effect of seno-intervention days (SID) on partic-
ipants with elevated CRP starting values (>2 mg/L, panel (B)) was analyzed in a model with pooled groups (3–5 vs. 1–2). A significant group-by-time
interaction was found (p= 0.011). Considering the log-transformation of CRP, the estimated difference in change over time of −0.342 (3–5 vs. 1–2)
corresponds to a benefit of 29% in CRP reduction for SID groups (exp(−0.342) = 0.71).
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Table 2. Effect estimates and statistical tests for primary, secondary, and selected exploratory outcomes.

Outcome (Population, n)

Kind of Effect (Interaction
Effect, or Effect on Outcome)

Being Tested/ Estimated

Effect Estimates; Change
at Last Visit vs. First Visit

(Standard Error)
p

Value

LDL (ITT, n= 168) Group-by-visit interaction 0.248

Effect by group at last visit

Group 1 0.121 (0.069) (Ref.)

Group 2 −0.036 (0.071) 0.117

Group 3 −0.041 (0.070) 0.101

Group 4 −0.050 (0.068) 0.081

Group 5 −0.148 (0.071) 0.007

CRP (log-transf.) (ITT, n= 168)* Group-by-visit interaction 0.337

CRP (log-transf.) (elevated at baseline: >2 mg/L, n= 43) Group-by-visit interaction 0.100

Effect by group at last visit

Group 1 −0.243 (0.179) (Ref.)

Group 2 −0.018 (0.165) 0.336

Group 3 −0.702 (0.226) 0.092

Group 4 −0.443 (0.179) 0.399

Group 5 −0.374 (0.150) 0.551

TC (n = 168) Group-by-visit interaction 0.091

Effect by group at last visit

Group 1 0.202 (0.090) (Ref.)

Group 2 −0.031 (0.092) 0.072

Group 3 −0.043 (0.091) 0.057

Group 4 −0.074 (0.089) 0.030

Group 5 −0.250 (0.092) <0.001

EQ-5D-5L (n= 164) Group-by-visit interaction 0.731

Effect at last visit** −0.005 (0.009) 0.599

EQ-VAS (n= 164) Group-by-visit interaction 0.115

Effect by group at last visit

Group 1 −1.8 (1.71) (Ref.)

Group 2 2.4 (1.77) 0.092

Group 3 3.5 (1.69) 0.031

Group 4 4.1 (1.67) 0.015

Group 5 2.7 (1.72) 0.069

Phenotypic Age (n = 143) Group-by-visit interaction 0.992

Effect at last visit** −1.01 (0.207) <0.001

HOMA-IR (n = 156) Group-by-visit interaction 0.114

Effect by group at last visit

Group 1 −0.011 (0.008) (Ref.)

Group 2 −0.017 (0.008) 0.609

Group 3 −0.014 (0.008) 0.817

Group 4 0.010 (0.008) 0.052

Group 5 −0.008 (0.008) 0.762

Triglycerides (n = 168) Group-by-visit interaction 0.230

Effect at last visit** 0.055 (0.050) 0.271

HDL cholesterol (n= 168) Group-by-visit interaction 0.882

Effect at last visit** 0.042 (0.013) 0.001

Interleukin-6 (n= 142) Group-by-visit interaction 0.089

(Continued on next page)
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Dose-response analysis of intervention food intake
on LDL levels

Food intake was escalated over groups and time. To estimate the
effects of food doses, wemodeled intake in the time period preced-
ing the LDL measurements, and the group variable was decom-
posed into the weekly food intake of fresh strawberries, modeled
with unity 500 g/week, capers and olive oil (120 g/week), and
freeze-dried strawberries (100 g/week). LDL levels were found
to be reduced by 0.0174 mmol/L (0.67 mg/dL) for any 500 g in-
crement in the weekly fresh strawberry intake of an average
participant (p= 0.011), corresponding to an expected change of
–0.13 mmol/L (–5 mg/dL) for the study maximum intake of up
to 5 times 750 g weekly (i.e., 3750 g weekly); there was no clear
signal for dried strawberries, nor for capers in olive oil consid-
ered alone.

Gene expression: Dietary intervention suppresses
inflammation but can also induce apoptosis and
phagocytosis pathways

Enrichments of gene ontology (GO) biological processes
(GOBP) and KEGG pathways are presented in the following, with
a focus on the longitudinal changes in the intervention groups. As
expected, the principal component analysis (PCA; Suppl. Fig. 2)
tends to group the samples by participant ID, motivating longi-
tudinal analyses. The supplementary data include the tables of
differentially expressed genes (DEGs), the enrichments (tables
and additional figures), as well as additional results and discus-
sion of the control Group 1 gene expression data.

Considering Groups 2 and 4, we profiled 5 participants each
longitudinally at the first and last timepoints. Inspecting GOBP
terms for Group 2, we found a significant positive enrichment
(i.e., enrichment within the upregulated genes, “enriched-up”) of
terms related to mitochondrial respiration (aerobic electron trans-
port chain/mitochondrial respiratory chain complex assembly)

and coagulation (platelet activation/coagulation) (Fig. 3A).
Terms with a significant negative enrichment (i.e., enrichment
within the downregulated genes, “enriched-down”) pointed to a
reduction in inflammation (toll-like receptor signaling pathway/
myeloid leukocyte differentiation/(regulation of) interleukin-6
production). Correspondingly, based on KEGG, oxidative phospho-
rylation/thermogenesis and platelet activation are “enriched-up”
together with cardio-related pathways and general disease
pathways (Fig. 3B). The latter were enriched because they include
mitochondrial complexes and “housekeeping proteins” such as
tubulin, actin, ubiquitin, and histones. In turn, “enriched-down”
pathways are associated with lipids (fatty acid metabolism) and
inflammation (TNF-, IL-17-, and toll-like signaling and inflamma-
tory diseases). Employing GOBP for Group 4, we again saw an
“enriched-up” of terms related to mitochondrial respiration
(mitochondrial respiratory chain complex assembly/mitochon-
drial ATP synthesis coupled electron transport) and additionally
a higher activity in some immune-associated processes (myeloid
leukocyte-mediated immunity/immune effector process) (Fig. 3C).
Furthermore, we saw an increase in reactive oxygen species
metabolism (matching the increase in mitochondrial respiration)
and in metabolic activity, for example, the catabolism of lipids
and carbohydrates. Among the terms reflecting downregulation,
we found a variety of terms, many of which related to cellular
stress. Using KEGG, we also found upregulation of respiration/
metabolism (oxidative phosphorylation/thermogenesis/
glycolysis/gluconeogenesis) and related (disease) terms, and
we found downregulation related to cancer and (again) to
inflammation (Fig. 3D). The latter overlap in part with the obser-
vations in Group 2, for example, on TNF and IL-17 signaling. Of
note, immune-related “enriched-up” terms may be confounded
by parallel seasonal effects, while the “enriched-down” terms
related to a reduction of inflammation are counter-seasonal26

(their fig. 5).

Table 2. Continued.

Outcome (Population, n)

Kind of Effect (Interaction
Effect, or Effect on Outcome)

Being Tested/ Estimated

Effect Estimates; Change
at Last Visit vs. First Visit

(Standard Error)
p

Value

Effect by group at last visit

Group 1 −1.081 (0.281) (Ref.)

Group 2 −0.975 (0.288) 0.669

Group 3 −0.766 (0.288) 0.213

Group 4 −0.776 (0.284) 0.211

Group 5 −0.430 (0.278) 0.008

sTNFr1 (n = 143) Group-by-visit interaction 0.472

Effect at last visit** −130.4 (47.95) 0.008

GDF15 (n= 124) Group-by-visit interaction 0.450

Effect at last visit** −47.3 (26.29) 0.081

Chair-Rise-Test (generalized linear mixed model,
Poisson, n = 156)

Group-by-visit interaction 0.999

Effect at last visit** 0.16 (0.029) <0.001

Results for primary, secondary, and selected exploratory analyses. Numbers show estimates of effect at last visit (t4–t1, in units as in Table 1, except for logarithmic
transformation)with standard errors. p values are either according to the chi-square test for group-by-visit interaction or the t test for comparisons of the effect at the
last visit in Groups 2–5 against the reference Group 1, as specified in theMethods section. Effects on outcomes without hints for group-by-visit interaction are listed
in Supplementary Table 1. Abbreviations: See Table 1; ITT, intention to treat analysis.
*Detection limit of 1 mg/dL; values below 1 were not set to missing; instead, the value 1 was inserted for ITT analysis of group-by-time interaction.
**The same for all groups.
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Considering our hypothesis that specific seno-therapeutic
effects may be obtained due to the SIDs, we were most interested
in the longitudinal change of gene expression in the highest-
intervention Group 5, which we profiled in more depth. Since
capers in olive oil were consumed in addition to strawberries
by Group 5, the following enrichments pertain to the whole
high-polyphenol dietwith three SIDs,whichmay specifically reflect
hormetic responses to the last highest-intervention SID just before
the last blooddraw.Heatmaps for theGO termsmarkedby (*) in the

following are provided; see supplementary data (part of the
Supplementary Files). “Enriched-up” in GOBP are terms indicat-
ing improvement of mitochondrial (aerobic electron transport
chain*/proton transmembrane transport/ATP metabolic process/
mitochondrial respiratory chain complex assembly), immune
(myeloid leukocyte-mediated immunity*/humoral immune
response/granulocyte chemotaxis/positive regulation of lympho-
cyte proliferation) and platelet function (platelet activation*/
coagulation), and of apoptosis and associated processes (cell

Figure 3. Bar charts illustrate the functional enrichment results of the genes that are longitudinally differentially expressed between timepoints 1 and 4
across the groups. Each pair of subplots, (A,B) for Group 2, (C,D) for Group 4, and (E,F) for Group 5, represents the enrichment results of the longitu-
dinally differentially expressed genes for biological processes (Revigo_BP, left) and pathways (KEGG pathways, right). The size of each bar represents the
Enrichment score and the color indicates the significance of the enrichment, measured as the negative log10 of the q-value (i.e., the adjusted p value used
to control for the false discovery rate). Gene expression data were obtained from PBMC (peripheral blood mononuclear cells).
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killing/positive regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway*/
phagocytosis*/positive regulation of NF-kappaB transcription fac-
tor activity) (Fig. 3E). All “enriched-down” GOBP terms are below
the significance threshold for reporting. For “enriched-up” in
KEGG, we again found mitochondrial and metabolism-related
pathways (oxidative phosphorylation, glycolysis/gluconeogene-
sis), apoptosis-associated processes (phagosome/(Fc gamma
R-mediated) phagocytosis/natural killer cell-mediated cytotoxic-
ity), and platelet-associated processes (platelet activation)
(Fig. 3F). Of note, platelet activation is likely reflecting not an acti-
vation but an increase in the number of cells expressing platelet-
specific genes, given the increase in the number of platelets in
Group 5 (as in all other groups, Suppl. Fig. 1e) and the dominance
of constitutive proteins in the underlying list of genes, including
actin beta, integrin subunit alpha 2b, Fc epsilon receptor Ig,myosin
light chain, aswell asmembrane proteins and enzymes. Of interest,
the platelet effectwas likely counter-seasonal (Dopico et al.26, their
fig. 4b), while some immune/inflammation-related terms and also
the related term phagocytosis may have been confounded by par-
allel seasonal effects (Dopico et al.26, their fig. 5a; about half of the
seasonal phagosomal genes listed in their supplementary fig. 8,
i.e., CD38, FCGR2A, ITGB2, and ITGAM coincide with the genes
that we see differentially regulated in the phagocytosis KEGG path-
way). Finally, KEGG enrichments again highlighted a wide set of
(infectious) disease pathways because these feature mitochondrial
complexes, tubulin, actin, ubiquitin, histones, or immune-related
surface marker proteins; the only “enriched-down” KEGG term
refers to basal transcription.

Harms
No severe side effects were reported by the participants, except

for two cases of self-reported strawberry allergy, though without
clinical confirmation. Furthermore, 8 participants reported mild
intolerance reactions or difficulties consuming the comparatively
large amount of extra food on SIDs. (For a review of the potential
harms of SIDs, specifically regarding potential food-drug inter-
actions, see Box 2, supplementary files.)

Discussion
A strawberry-based intervention improves lipid
profiles and inflammation markers

Here, we tested an escalating intervention scheme over
10weeks, specifically demonstrating the health effects of SIDs that
feature high amounts of polyphenol-rich food. Our medium-term
dietary intervention dose-dependently lowered LDL and CRP in
healthy older adults, associated with a specific response with
respect to inflammation and immunity. Moreover, effects got
stronger as participants continued consumption of the test food,
demonstrating convincing dose-response relationships. Signi-
ficant LDL improvement in participants with elevated LDL, as well
as mitochondrial improvements and attenuated inflammation (as
reflected by the transcriptome), were already triggered by fresh
strawberries alone. By adding dried fruit to SIDs, CRP (in partici-
pants with a high baseline level) improved. A higher level of dried
fruit triggered significant TC improvements (secondary endpoint).
Finally, LDL improvements were the strongest and statistically
significant in the highest-intervention group (primary endpoint,
p< 0.007), which also featured putative senolytic effects (specifi-
cally in the transcriptome; see below). We can thus claim a
health improvement effect in healthy (and well-nourished) older
adults when considering risk biomarkers as proxies of health.

Moreover, for the nutritional intervention tested here, we noted
high self-reported compliance and no safety issues, despite high
amounts of polyphenol-rich food in the highest-interventiongroup.

Past studies of polyphenols
The effects of a polyphenol-rich diet in general and (straw-)ber-

ries in particular are well known for both lipid metabolism (spe-
cifically LDL and TC) and inflammation (specifically CRP and
IL6)2,6. Many active ingredients in a polyphenol-rich diet, such
as quercetin, are considered to mediate these effects, and the host
microbiome is involved since it metabolizes polyphenols (as well
asfibers) and also changes in its composition based on diet, giving
rise to a complex network of molecular mechanisms27. Lists of
notable strawberry components are available6; we singled out
quercetin because other polyphenol ingredients in strawberries
are less well understood or less frequently reported to be found
in notable amounts; furthermore, we explicitly identified querce-
tin in the intervention food (Box 1, see supplementary files). In
particular, human studies on pelargonidin, the anthocyanin con-
sidered responsible for the red color of strawberries, are scarce;
we identified one recent epidemiological study demonstrating
neuroprotective effects28. Nevertheless, supplementation with
anthocyanins has been shown to improve LDL levels in dyslipi-
demic patients29, while anthocyanin-rich foods are known for
some of the effects we found, including improvements in LDL,
CRP, and TC2. Fisetin is comparatively well researched, but we
could not identify it in the strawberry samples we investigated
(Box 1, see supplementary files).

Cholesterol
In our study, the positive cholesterol-related effects were

stronger for TC than for LDL in all intervention groups, with
the effects being visible in Group 2 (fresh strawberries only)
and increasing monotonously in size with each escalation step
for both markers (Table 2), up to −0.148 mmol/L in the case of
LDL and up to −0.25 mmol/L in the case of TC. As described in
the Supplementary Discussion, this reduction of LDL choles-
terol and TC is comparable to what was reported in the literature.
Such a clear dose-response relationship is not always found; most
recently, it was reported that the lower dose, but not the higher
dose, of strawberry powder was effective in reducing LDL for
unclear reasons30. HDL and triglycerides showed no interven-
tion-related pattern in our study; however, HDL improved overall.

Mechanistically, cholesterol effects by (straw-)berries and a
polyphenol-rich diet in general and by quercetin in particular
may be explained by the inhibition of cholesterol uptake through
competition and by a direct influence on membrane properties
and cellular signaling cascades31. Interestingly, the decreases in
TC in our study were even more pronounced than in LDL choles-
terol, which could (together with positive effects onHDL) point to
a decrease of atherogenic small dense LDL and/or other athero-
genic particles. The downregulation of PCSK9 and the upregula-
tion of ABCA1 shown in mice after quercetin treatment are other
possible explanations for lower LDL (and higher HDL)31. Also,
phytosterols from strawberries have been shown to lower LDL
and LDL-like particles by competingwith cholesterol absorption6.

Inflammation
Inflammation-related effects were visible in our study, al-

though these are more dynamic. More specifically, the interven-
tions (in particular the SIDs in Groups 3–5) may feature acute
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versus chronic effects over time, in a hormetic fashion. Yet, in sub-
jects with initially elevated CRP values, we observed a strong,
approximately 30% decrease in CRP (by up to around –0.7 mg/L)
already after the first two weeks of intervention, but only in SID
Groups 3–5. For IL6, we observed a decrease in all groups over-
shadowed by an intervention effect in Group 5 only, where the
decrease was significantly less than in all other groups, including
Group 1. We thus postulate that in all high-intervention groups, a
chronic anti-inflammatory effect is present, while in Group 5, an
acute immune reaction with a relative increase in inflammatory
markers co-occurs one day after the SID, possibly triggered by
apoptotic/senolytic processes in blood cells. This scenario ismoti-
vated and supported by the gene expression data (see below);
however, we also note that the salt content of the capers in olive
oil may have triggered an inflammatory response (see below).
Overall, the anti-inflammatory pattern may be further influenced
by seasonal effects; these would have been in a pro-inflammatory
direction26 for the duration of our study, making an even stronger
anti-inflammatory effect of the intervention necessary to yield
a visible anti-inflammatory effect. As described in the Supple-
mentary Discussion, the anti-inflammatory effects we report
for CRP are comparable to previous findings in the literature.

Mechanistically, a plethora of anti-inflammatory effects are
attributed to (straw-) berries/polyphenols in general and querce-
tin in particular, and they center around an inflammatory
cytokine axis featuring TNFα, IL6, and CRP2,32,33. CRP is an
important acute-phase protein of hepatic origin that binds to lyso-
phosphatidylcholine expressed on the surface of certain types of
bacteria or dying cells to activate the complement system and
eliminate these bacteria as well as dead cells. The role of CRP
and its mediators is difficult to pin down and is multifunctional.
For example, in combination with complement components, CRP
can promote the noninflammatory clearance of apoptotic cells34;
CRP-induced apoptosis was also observed35. Of note, CRP is
known to be inhibited by quercetin in vitro36. Moreover, straw-
berry extract and pelargonidin-3-O-glucoside were shown to
downregulate TNFα and IL6 in a mouse model of inflammation,
and in vitro, pelargonidin-3-O-glucoside showed similar effects
and also inhibited NFκB and MAPK signaling37. Testing straw-
berry extract effects ourselves, we stimulated cultured hepato-
cytes with IL1β/IL6, triggering a manifold increase of the CRP
mRNA level compared to untreated cells, and a water-soluble
strawberry extract indeed impeded CRP induction in a dose-
dependent manner (see Box 3, supplementary files). Further-
more, in the gene expression data (see below), anti-inflammatory
changes were found, with a superimposed immune-inflammatory
effect in the highest-intervention group. As an aside and sup-
ported by the gene expression data, we found an increase in plate-
let number within the healthy physiological range for all groups
(Suppl. Fig. 1e), despite the seasonally expected decrease26; this
increase is moderate and far within the U-shaped reference
range positively predictive for health38, and a variety of anti-
inflammatory properties of platelets were described in addition
to pro-inflammatory ones39.

LDL and CRP display various synergistic effects on the cardio-
vascular systems (described in detail in the Supplementary
Discussion). Strict target values have been defined for LDL,
depending on the global risk, andmoderately elevated CRP values
belong to the so-called emerging risk factors, whose values above
2 mg/L indicate a need for treatment, even in cases of only mod-
erately elevated LDL40,41. Lowering LDL with statins has side
effects, and therefore additional dietary LDL lowering, both in

primary and secondary prevention, is important to reduce the
required statin doses. Therapeutic CRP reduction has even more
side effects42 and is not an option for primary intervention, which
makes the combinatorial addressing of LDL and CRP via diet
a highly promising approach.

A strawberry-based intervention improves
mitochondrial, immune, and platelet function and
may clear senescent blood cells

The GOBP and KEGG findings for Groups 2 and 4 (Group 3 was
not investigated) yielded many processes and pathways demon-
strating improvement of mitochondrial, immunity, and platelet
function, as well as suppression of inflammation; these observa-
tions match the hypothesis that a polyphenol-rich intervention
may not just attenuate inflammation as described above but may
also improve mitochondrial metabolism43,44 and immunity45–47.
For the highest-intervention Group 5, gene expression-based
enrichments suggest a more complex scenario, as follows:
(a) Mitochondrial energy metabolism is enhanced in many ways,
potentially contributing to better immunity and hormetic inflam-
mation. Preclinical and a few clinical studies specifically support
mitochondrial improvements by polyphenols43,44. (b) Immunity
is enhanced, including myeloid leukocyte-mediated immunity,
phagocytosis, and platelet activation. (c) We also found an enrich-
ment of cell killing and positive regulation of the apoptotic signaling
pathway, associated with positive regulation of NFkB activity. This
may be an indication of senolysis of senescent blood cells, with
a corresponding hormetic activation of some inflammation and
immunity processes. Accordingly, IL6 protein expression went
down the least in Group 5, compared to Group 1. Furthermore,
in vitro, quercetin alone (as well as oleuropein from olive oil) dis-
plays anti-senescence activity48,49, while also triggering apoptotic
and anti-proliferative activity (potentially by acting as a DNA
methylation and histone deacetylation inhibitor50), for example,
in tumor cells (which are, however, not usually senescent) in vitro,
and in some animal models51. While not statistically significant, in
the lipid panel, the oxylipin 1a,1b-dihomo-15-deoxy-delta-12,14-
PGJ2 increased correspondingly, and its increase could, in princi-
ple, be due to senolysis14. (d) We also find an enrichment for the
term phagocytosis, which may be an event downstream of apopto-
sis. Alternatively, though, phagocytosis and related processes
may just be downstream of the immune activation we observe in
all high-intervention groups. Correspondingly, in the context of
bovine mastitis, quercetin was shown to enhance phagocytosis
and bacterial killing52, and it promotes the expression of genes
involved in phagocytosis in bovine neutrophils53. Overall, the gene
expression data align with the inflammation marker data, adding
mitochondrial and immune aspects, and they suggest apoptosis
and related processes triggered in the highest-intervention group,
possibly due to the senolysis of senescent blood cells.

In terms of gene expression data, as the closest match to any
meta-analysis, an integrative analysis of five studies reported
positive effects of polyphenols on cardiometabolic health in
humans54, implicating processes such as cell adhesion and
mobility, immune system, metabolism, or cell signaling. More
specifically, TNF and toll-like receptor signaling and oxidative
phosphorylation were found, as we did for the high-intervention
Groups 2 and 4, and natural killer cell-mediated cytotoxicity and
the phagosome, as we did for the highest-intervention Group 5.
A few studies have investigated the effects of an intervention with
quercetin on human gene expression, while (straw)berry studies
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are lacking. In particular, Boomgaarden et al.55 showed that daily
supplementation with quercetin in healthy individuals led to
changes in the gene expression profiles of human monocytes;
62 subjects were enrolled in two studies. Overall, quercetin trig-
gered small yet significant changes in the expression of genes
related to immune function, nucleic acid metabolism, and cell
death, matching some of our findings.

Limitations and strengths: Nutritional trial
interpretation and potential sources of bias

Nutritional geroprotective interventions are attractive because
of the outstanding safety attributed to changes in diet. A long his-
tory of dietary changes due to human and environmental evolu-
tion and adaptation, as well as more recent epidemiological data,
confirm that effects, positive aswell as negative, are usually small.
We set out to test how modest as well as more radical changes in
diet may affect health when aiming for a specific polyphenol-rich
diet, adding strawberries and capers in olive oil to the standard
diet of healthy older adults. We note that any dietary intervention
is poorly defined because the exact composition of food in terms
of ingredients can be quite variable. We checked food samples for
two polyphenols, identifying quercetin but not fisetin (Box 1, see
supplementary files). We expect that a plethora of active ingre-
dients contributed to the effects we are reporting, potentially in
synergistic ways56.

Inclusion bias and placebo effects
Our selected study population already featured a high level of

health at the start of the study, as demonstrated by their
Phenotypic Age, which was already ~6–8 y younger than refer-
ence at baseline (Table 1, Fig. 2E). Nevertheless, we observed
multiple health improvements in all groups (Phenotypic Age,
EQs, HDL, IL6, sTNFr1, GDF15, Chair-Rise-Test); just participat-
ing in the study (inclusion bias) may have triggered these positive
effects. Moreover, placebo effects need to be considered in nutri-
tional studies. No placebo was employed here, as fresh straw-
berries cannot be “faked.” In fact, the instructions to participants
explicitly stated that the intervention food was chosen based on
well-known knowledge about its health-promoting effects. We
thus acknowledge that all effects reported are a mix of true inter-
vention effects and placebo (and other confounder) effects.

Replacement effects
Another source of bias in dietary intervention studies are

replacement effects, for example, the high strawberry intake
may have implied a lower intake of other fruit (and vegetables),
but it may aswell have implied a lower intake of less healthy foods,
and we did not attempt to find out. Nevertheless, foods triggering
high LDL may have been replaced by the intervention food. After
10 weeks, the point estimate for body weight change was –0.10 kg
(p= 0.433), with no group-specific differences, rendering it
unlikely that the effects observed were due to caloric restriction.
(As in most nutrition studies, we did not scale the dose of interven-
tion food by body weight or BMI, for reasons of practicality.)

Statistical considerations
The analysis of potential effect modifications was generally

limited by statistical power since it involved threefold interaction
terms in the LMM. Nevertheless, sex may have modified the
effect of the intervention on LDL (p= 0.011 for the threefold
interaction group:visit:sex), and the difference in LDL change to

baseline between women and men was highest in Group 5 (up to
–0.472 mmol/L at visit 3), reflecting a larger decrease in women.
We found no other specific effects of age group, sex, smoking, or
marital status.

While some effects may, at least in part, be due to bias, it is also
possible that effects weremissed, for example, by insufficient cov-
erage of effects by the proxy biomarkers or sampling timepoints.
Detecting the effects of the SIDs is particularly challenging; we
sampled blood one day after the SID intervention, and we found
evidence that hormetic inflammatory responses were still domi-
nating by then. The SID response is expected to be a mix of
responses, and the comparatively high values of IL6 in the
highest-intervention group hint at a temporary inflammatory
peak, potentially triggered by the apoptosis of cells and down-
stream consequences, such as phagocytosis57, and suggest that
polyphenols (and, specifically, the comparatively large amount
of quercetin) in the SID may have triggered the apoptosis of sen-
escent blood cells. Since the number of senescent cells is usually
limited to a small percentage of the total number of cells, the
resulting elimination of cells is not expected to be visible in
standard cell count data. However, it is also possible that non-
senescent cells underwent apoptosis. Also, an alternative explan-
ation for the lack of an anti-inflammatory effect in Group 5may be
the inflammatory effect of the higher consumption of salt (found
in the capers in olive oil), even though we instructed the partic-
ipants in this group to reduce other sources of salt on SIDs; this salt
effect may be corroborated by the gene ontology term “vasopres-
sin-related water reabsorption” found in Group 5. More-
over, given that Group 5 features both strawberries and capers,
effects due to one of the foods cannot be delineated from the
other.We also note that terms related tomitochondria, immunity,
cell-killing (phagocytosis), metabolism, and stress response were
also found to be upregulated in Group 1, although the signal is
much weaker in Group 1 compared to Groups 2, 4, and 5, as
described in the Supplementary Results and Discussion; we
suggest that many of these effects are seasonal. In particular,
immune challenges surface from the end of August onward26,
explaining a weak phagocytosis signal.

The strengths of our study lie in the large sample size, exceed-
ing previous reports for strawberries, in the dose-escalation
design, and in the intervention foods and comprehensive bio-
marker measurements, some of which were selected specifically
based on our hypotheses regarding the role of lipids, inflamma-
tion, and apoptosis/senescence for (cardiovascular) health.

Conclusion

We found that a relatively short-term but intense diet with
polyphenol-rich foods can significantly lower LDL, trigger an
overall more favorable cardiovascular profile, and potentially
trigger a senolytic response. To extend healthy life expectancy, a
high-quality diet, regular exercise, and sociopsychological inter-
ventions tend to feature few side effects as well as easy availability
under most circumstances. Optimizing nutritional interventions
toward a maximum synergy of its constituents, ideally based
on easily affordable biomarkers58, and thus tailoring them to spe-
cific subpopulations or even specific individuals requires robust
observational and interventional studies. Our study contributes
important insights toward designing and selecting nutritional
interventions for maximum effect and encourages future work to
define high-effect nutritional interventions.
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